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Waiting in line for a roller coaster ride at Disneyland is not where I 
typically like to do dental exams.  But, hey, when you’re standing in 
line for a long time with your 5-year old nephew who has a dead 
front tooth, what better time?  “Yup, Ian, the tooth still looks good 
and I’ve heard the tooth fairy brings extra money for ‘dark’ teeth.”  
His smile was either from the extra money comment or the fact that 
we were nearing the end of our wait in line.  Disneyland in 100o heat 
with my parents, four siblings and their spouses and nine nieces 
and nephews (all under the age of seven) was NOT my idea of a 
vacation – that’s what I call a commitment!

I would like to say a special “thank-you” to all my patients who have entrusted their children to me as their dentist.  
It has been fun to watch them grow and I have also enjoyed your family stories and various milestones.  While some 
of these stories helped me prepare for the two days of 24/7 non-stop children at Disneyland I still had to learn 
some things first hand:

• Children need to pee at the absolute worst times - “hold it” does not work for those under the age of five.
• Children have short legs and can only walk so fast - “hurry up” doesn’t work.
• The absolute sheer joy of seeing, in person, Micky Mouse, Minnie Mouse 

or any other cartoon character at that age is unmatched.
• Children learn very quickly how tall they need to be to get on rides – 

Emerson tried to tip-toe pass the attendant (of course, it wasn’t Aunt 
Faith who gave her that idea) .

• Too much junk food can and WILL lead to puke on pavement.
• And finally, at the end of the day – a “thank you Aunt Faith” kiss, or hug 

will melt your heart so fast you’ll quickly forget about any of the above.

To my patients who are parents with young 
children -  I now understand why you choose to 
spend a few “quiet moments” in our reception area 
verses accompanying your child back to the 
treatment rooms.  I hope to see you all at our 2nd 
Annual Candy Buy Back program on November 2!          
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Visit our Facebook page to 
view the second segment 
of our video series, titled 
“Our Services.”  We will be 
posting new videos often, 
covering an assortment of 
dental subjects. Enjoy!
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Staff In The Spotlight: Katy
If you’ve had the pleasure of having Katy, our hygienist, clean your teeth in the last four 
years she has been with us, then you’ll understand why we hear this all the time – “is that 
Katy I hear laughing?”  Yup, she has the most pleasant and infectious laugh.  Each morning 
(which now is only three days each week since her son was born) our team looks forward 
to Katy’s “go team!” chant after our morning meetings.  Her calm personality and can-do 
attitude is appreciated by all of those who work with her on a day-to-day basis as well as 
her patients.

Katy is married to Hector and has one human child, Xander, and two four-legged children Wylie and Madigan, her 
Chihuahua rescue dogs.  Katy not only is calm and compassionate but equally a very skilled practitioner.  Katy 
was a dental assistant for five years before returning to school to be a hygienist.  In fact, Katy first met Dr. Bult at 
SeaMar Dental Clinic in Burlington when Dr. Bult first moved to the area and Katy was her assistant at the clinic.  
Since that time over the years she has honed her hygiene skills and is very passionate about her work.  It is a 
pleasure to have Katy on our team.   

Pacific Northwest Dental Conference

In June, Dr. Bult and her entire staff traveled down to Seattle for a few days 
where they attended the Pacific Northwest Dental Conference.  Can you 
imagine the excitement and fun-filled hours talking with 2,000 of your 
colleagues about.. teeth, gum disease, wisdom tooth extractions and lots of 
other dental terminology that we will not bore you with?!  During the day we 
filled our time with informative lectures that supplied us with new updates in 
dental technology, new techniques in oral health care, insurance-related 
topics and other great tips to bring back and integrate into our office.  In the 
evenings we went out on the town.  In fact one evening we went to dinner 
with the group at Teatro ZinZanni.  If you have not been we highly 
recommend going.  We are very fortunate to have a great staff and have the 
opportunity to get to know each other just a little bit better during this time 
away from the office.
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Pediatrics 

Many people do not realize the fact that your child's dental care actually begins before birth.  
Did you know that your child's teeth can begin in the first stage of development in the fetus 
between the third and sixth month of pregnancy?  A soon-to-be-mom should practice healthy 
eating habits early on in her pregnancy.  Good nutrition is very important for the proper oral 
health in the development of a child's teeth.  The right amounts of calcium, vitamin C and D 
and phosphorus should all be included in a mother's diet.  Certain medications should be 
avoided during pregnancy, like tetracycline, because it can cause harm to developing teeth of 
the embryo.

Once born and your child is through the initial stages of teething oral care can now be 
managed by the parent and guided by the dentist.  During your child's first visit to our office it 
is very important to make sure the experience is pleasant.  We all know how important first 
impressions are, they can last a lifetime.  That is why we mail a book to all children before 
their first appointment.  The book, Dentasarus, helps explain to the child how the first visit 
will go and what we will do.  During that initial visit Dr. Bult will check for the beginning signs 
of tooth decay and also suggest fluoride treatment to help prevent decay.  We will also discuss 
oral habits (such as thumb-sucking), healthy food options, timing of tooth eruption and loss, 
signs to watch for to promote correct oral/facial development and general at-home dental 
care.  It is very important for a parent to keep an active role in the care of their children's 
dental care and oral health.  Children that maintain good dental care and oral habits through 
their teens are more likely to continue brushing and flossing into their adulthood.

Finally, do not wait for an 
emergency to arise to 
take your child to their 
first visit as this will most 
likely be an unpleasant 
experience and will 
surely leave a bad 
impression on them. It is 
also important for you to 
keep a positive attitude 
because your child can 
pick-up on these 
emotions and mirror 
them. Reassure them that 
the dental office is 
friendly and will help 
them take care of their 
teeth.  After each visit our staff will reward your child with some small goodies as well as stamp their 
Dentasarus book and have their picture placed in it.

Abe (son of Dr. David and Mrs. Renee Meyer) wearing Dr. Bult’s alma mater 
(Indiana University) overalls!



Halloween is coming, and normally it’s hard for any dentist to get excited 
about that day because of all the candy kids will eat.  For the second year, Dr. 
Bult is putting her money where her Bellingham patients’ mouths are.  Why?  
Because she knows how damaging too much candy can be to children's teeth.  
She sees the effect of sticky candy in the mouths of her young patients on a 
daily basis.  So this Halloween Dr. Bult is hoping kids will pick out a few 
favorite pieces and then turn in the rest for cash.  She will be paying kids $1 
per pound of candy.  The candy will then be shipped via Whatcom Homefront 
and Soldiers’ Angels to our local troops who are either recovering at Madigan 
Hospital or serving overseas.  Last year 160 children brought in 580 lbs of 
candy to our office! To participate:

We encourage kids to still dress up, go out, have fun, and yes, even eat some candy (of course, still brushing your 
teeth afterwards).  But after picking out the best of their stash kids will probably still have about 10 lbs left.  Bring 
the excess in to our office, get paid for the amount of candy donated, receive a free bag of goodies and help us 
send the candy overseas to our troops who rarely get candy from home.  We hope that you will take advantage of 
this special opportunity!

Dr. Bult’s nieces and nephews

Halloween Candy Buy Back

• Bring your child/children to our office on Tuesday, November 2 between 3:00 pm and 6:00 pm.

• We will weigh the candy and pay your child a dollar per pound of candy.

• Your child will receive a blinking toothbrush, toothpaste, floss, a free-meal coupon to Red Robin & other items.

• The candy (along with toothbrushes, toothpaste and floss) will be shipped to our local troops.
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